Group Presentations: Famous Social Scientists
HSP3MM
Chard

1. Random groups picked by the teacher- match your assigned number to the list below.
2. Note marking scheme categories- allot marks as a class.
3. Use The Human Way p. 20-38 or the class set of articles to obtain information.
4. Follow the guidelines below.

Topics

1. Anthropology I
   Margaret Mead v.s. Ruth Benedict

2. Anthropology II
   The Leakey Family v.s. Jane Goodall

3. Psychology I
   Sigmund Freud v.s. Carl Jung

4. Psychology II
   Ivan Pavlov v.s. Alfred Adler

5. Sociology I
   Auguste Comte v.s. Talcott Parsons

6. Sociology II
   Emile Durkheim v.s. Karl Marx

7. Sociology III
   George Murdock v.s. Max Weber

Guidelines

1. Your task is to: i) Summarize the life and contributions of both Social Scientists in your own words.
   ii) Develop a thesis regarding who is more important to the discipline (see iii below.)
   iii) Prove that one contributed more to their field than the other using social scientific evidence (facts.)

2. All group members must contribute to and speak during the presentation.

3. Refer to the marking scheme.
Group Presentations: Famous Social Scientists Marking Scheme
HSP3MI
Chard

Group names:

Knowledge/Understanding
- background information- description- life and contribution of each social scientist

Thinking/Inquiry
- clear thesis
- thesis proven with facts
- pertinent evidence analyzed in detail

Communication
- eye contact, posture, voice

TOTAL MARK /10